52	STAGES IN AN ACTION
interpreta- choice of law. English law first defines precisely what consti-
«do01? r tutes ^^ re^at^on wftk a country which is called domicil and
°micl then ordains that when a person is so related to, say, France,
certain questions affecting him shall be governed by French
law. Such is the appropriate law in English eyes if such is the
relation. But if the court were to adopt the French meaning of
domicil, according to which the propositus perhaps is domiciled
not in France, but in England, it would be compelled to apply
a system of internal law that is inappropriate according to the
policy favoured in this country.1 Practice here agrees with
theory, for it is well established that English courts must
ignore all foreign views and tests when required to ascertain
the place of a person's 'domicil*.
In the words of Lindley M.R.:
'The domicil of the testatrix must be determined by the English
court of Probate according to those legal principles applicable to domicil
which are recognized in this country and are part of its law.'2
intcrpreta- Again, the well-established presumption of many legal
* Uce of S7s*eins that certain contractual matters are governed by the
contract* law of the place where the contract is made raises this problem
—According to which law is the place of contract to be deter-
mined? In contracts by correspondence, for instance, the rule
of English internal law is that the place where the letter of
acceptance is posted is decisive, but many other systems prefer
the place where the acceptance is received. There is little doubt
that an English court, confronted with the problem, would
apply the test of English internal law.3 This is also true where
it is necessary to determine the place where a tort has been
committed.4
ciassifica- At this stage in an action a further difficulty may arise that
must be solved by a process of classification, though of a kind
different from that discussed above.* It may become necessary
to. identify the department of law under which some particular
legal rule falls in order to ascertain whether it falls within the
department with regard to which the lex causae is paramount.
The lex causae has a certain sphere of control, i.e. it governs some,
but not all, aspects of the juridical question as classified by the
1	This is precisely what may happen when what is called the 'total rtnvoi
theory* is applied, infra, p. 65.
2	In re Martin, [1900] P. 211, 227. To the same effect, In re Annesley, [1926]
I Ch. 692, 705.	3 Infra, pp. 233-4.
4	Monro v. American Cyanamid Corf., [1944] K.B. 432, infra, p. 293.
5	Supra, pp. 4S-5I-

